








The NGM is a high-reliability, modern Communications Network Manager. The NGM natively 
supports SNMP, TL1, Alcatel MCS-ll, Harris FarScan™, and the Badger 481 protocol. This 
cost-effective solution to monitoring your network offers you communication access to the 
most prevalent microwave radios in the industry.

Multiple protocol support affords your company the ability to replace your existing RTUs with 
modern Fial SNMP remotes as your budget allows.

The NGM integrates alarms and performance information from various protocols into  
a uniform, intuitive graphical or text display which can be individually tailored for each user. 
While the most popular telecom protocols are supported, we are eager to add support for any 
protocols you have in your network.  

KeePiNG YoU iNFoRMed

Not only does the NGM implement an advanced 

paging and email alarm notification system, 

it also provides optional features like the 

interactive Voice Response and 

Web interface so that technicians 

will have full alarm notification 

when they are away from the NoC. 

eASY dePLoYMeNT TooLS

Fial incorporated can provide custom 

wiring pigtails based on your current 

RTU wiring scheme to assist you in 

the deployment of its SNMP remotes. 

This relieves you of the burdensome task of 

changing the wiring scheme for the new remotes.

The Next Generation Master
Your Solution to Multi Protocol Management 

WHY CHooSe FiAL

Fial incorporated provides an effective solution 

to upgrade a legacy network management 

system without wholesale replacement of the 

existing network. Modern new 

SNMP encoders can replace 

legacy equipment as desired. The 

NGM will monitor both the Legacy 

and SNMP remotes, providing 

a common interface to both.

The NGM is a continuously evolving 

product. At Fial incorporated custom 

solutions are readily encouraged 

and we excel at responding to 

your unique requirements. We are ready to 

assist you with modifications or enhancements 

that will solve the specific challenges of 

your network or proprietary protocol.

NGM



NGM WeB iNTeRFACe

if you need remote visibility, you can use this optional 

feature to access your network where ever you have 

internet access. The Next Generation Master (NGM) Web 

Server is a separate program that runs independently of 

the NGM Server. it communicates with the server over a 

TCP/iP socket using a single port. The NGM Web Server 

program can reside on either the same computer as the 

NGM Server program 

or on a completely 

different computer 

(depending on  

your security 

requirements).  

A single Web Server 

program handles all 

Web browser-based 

Client connections.  

Browser-based NGM 

Clients communicate 

only with the Web 

Server program. They 

obtain all network 

status data, issue 

controls and 

acknowledge alarm 

events only through 

the Web Server program. output from the NGM Web 

Server consists of HTML, JavaScript, and CSS 

(Cascading Style Sheets). Access security is provided at 

two levels: the standard NGM Client user log-in and 

password security, and optionally an SSL (Secure 

Socket Layer – 128 bit) connection. The SSL connection 

provides secure communications between the NGM Web 

Server and the Web browser Client. For SSL 

connections, the Web Server program can generate a 

custom SSL certificate itself (preferred method), or a 

certificate may be obtained from a trusted source. A 

certificate is required by the Web Server program if SSL 

communications are enabled.

PHoNe-iN VoiCe ReSPoNSe ACCeSS

Using this unique, optional add-on feature, technicians 

out in the field can access the current state of the 

network using telephone dial-up to the NGM server’s 

interactive Voice Response system. entering a six digit 

pin number is required to gain access to the system.  

each user has his own configurable pin number which 

can be changed to promote security. After successfully 

logging in, the user 

will hear a quick 

summary of current 

alarm conditions. 

From there, menu 

driven access to 

various functions is 

provided. The user 

may listen to 

prioritized lists of 

either asserted or 

unacknowledged 

alarms. if permitted  

a user may 

acknowledge 

unacknowledged 

alarms. At any point 

in which a current 

record or menu is 

being read, the user 

may skip to the next record or navigate through the 

menu system. Combined with the advanced paging 

system, the iVR provides a powerful tool for remote 

supervision of the network.
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